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Nicola Cabibbo

1) Let me thanks the organizers for the  great honour  - and 

responsability - of commemorating our dear colleague and 

friend Nicola Cabibbo  at  CKM 2010 

2) I apologize in advance for possible mistakes, typos and  

inaccuracy due to the lack of time (this is indeed a very 

busy period for me and I was travelling all the time during 

the preparation of this talk)

Guido Martinelli                                CKM 2010



Nicola Cabibbo

He was the "father of flavor physics" and will 

be missed. Of course like all great physicists he will 

live on through the important contributions he has 

made to our understanding of nature 

M. Wise on behalf of the Caltech High Energy Physics

Guido Martinelli                                CKM 2010
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CKM 2006  Nagoya

Nicola Cabibbo, Makoto Kobayashi and (but for one) young 

italian physicists



Cecilia Tarantino, Nicola Cabibbo, G. M., Vittorio Lubicz



The son of a sicilian lawyer, Nicola Cabibbo, born in Roma, Italy, on April 10

1935, lived his childwood during the second world war. During these difficult

years, Nicola discovered astronomy and developed a strong interest in the

construction of radio devices. This was the starting point of a life-long interest and

an extraordinary skillness in the realization of hardware, including the mirror of a

telescope and a home made personal computer - the first of a series - at the

beginning of the `80.

These passions and a book entitled ``Che cos’e` la matematica” pushed him to

follow scientific studies. After the war, he also developed a passion for american

literature, passion shared by his wife who is presently professor of american

literature at the University La Sapienza.

Another great passion was the sea and sailing: at the end of the `70 (beginning of

the `80 !?) he constructed a sailing boat by himself (indeed he bought the boat

``shell” and made the rest).

A few biographical notes on the beginning of

an extraordinary mind

(many info taken from Nicola facebook)



He graduated in theoretical physics at Universita’ di Roma “La 

Sapienza” , with a thesis on weak interactions and muon decays, 

under the supervision of Bruno Touschek, whom he always 

considered his mentor. He was immediately tenured and in 1960 

moved to  Frascati, where  at the beginning of the sixties, Touschek 

and collaborators were building the first electron-positron collider. 

With Raoul Gatto, the young Cabibbo wrote an exploratory paper on 

the physics that could be studied with e+ e- interactions, a paper that 

soon became a standard reference in the field. His collegues were 

used to call this paper ``the Bible” since it contained the calculation 

of all the cross sections for processes then envisageable.

A few biographical notes on the beginning of

an extraordinary mind

(many info taken from Nicola facebook)



A few relevant steps  of Nicola 

Biography and Scientific Career

1. 1960-1962 LNF of INFN Frascati 

2. 1962-1965  CERN, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

Berkeley  and Harvard

3. 1965 Full Professor at L’Aquila, 1966 in Rome La 

Sapienza  (from 84 for about 10 ys  at Tor Vergata)

4. In the `70s & `80s  Institute for Advanced Study  

Princeton, Paris, New York, Syracuse, CERN

5. 1985-1993 INFN President

6. 1993-1998 ENEA President 

7. Member of the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 

National Academy of Science of United States of 

America

8. President of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences



Aggiungere i un piccolo dettaglio personale: quando decisi di fare fisica, mio padre me 

lo sconsigli�, mi disse: Ņma se fai fisica cosa potrai fare nella vita? forse potresti 

insegnare a scuola, ma ti piace l'idea?Ó, ed effettivamente quando cominciai le 

prospettive non erano brill anti, ma poi si aprirono, negli  anni Sessanta ci fu 

unÕenorme apertura verso la scienza,  e in particolare verso la fisica, che poi si ¸  spenta 

col Ō68; il  Ō68 ¸  stato un poÕ un tornante negativo, che andrebbe analizzato meglio. 

Dirac Medal of the ICTP, 2010

N. Cabibbo,  public debate with Odifreddi 
Science Festival 2009





Twenty Years ( * 2)  After

Original trasparencies by Cabibbo (2003)
translated  by G.M.













Nicola found the solution to the puzzle of strange particle weak decays while in

CERN, Geneva. He formulated what came to be known as “Cabibbo

universality”, in terms of the partially conserved currents associated to the

Unitary Symmetry, SU3, recently discovered by Gell-Mann and by Yuval

Ne’eman, and of the axial currents associated with the chiral extension,

SU3xSU3. He assumed that strangeness changing and non-changing beta decays

had to be described by a single hadron weak current, the orthogonal combination

of the corresponding SU3xSU3 currents, determined by a single unknown

parameter, the Cabibbo angle. With a value of sin ≈0.22 and the use of unitary

symmetry, Cabibbo could describe the beta decays of strange mesons and

baryons as well as explain the small discrepancy of the neutron and muon Fermi

constants, the former being about 2.5% smaller than the latter. The discrepancy

had been noticed already by Feynman and was being just confirmed by an

accurate experiment performed by Valentino Telegdi in Chicago. Cabibbo’s

universality consists in the fact that the weak hadron current he assumed obeys

the same commutation relations as the electron or muon weak currents, which is

the appropriate way to say that they have “equal strength”. Later, Cabibbo

reformulated the same concept in the quark model, as the fact that the weak

interaction couples the “up” quark to an orthogonal combination of the “down”

and “strange” quarks determined by the angle previously introduced

L. Maiani Nature 2010



The Particle Theory Group in the `70s

R. GATTO

M. TESTA 

G. ALTARELLI           

L. MAIANI  

G.PREPARATA

NICOLA 

CABIBBO

G. PARISI 

R. PETRONZIO 

G. MARTINELLI 

+ Zirilli + Benzi+ Allega+ 
….

F. RAPUANO 

…… 

+ Gallavotti + ….

Cabibbo Alumni: It was for me 

a great privilege to study 

physics in Phys. Dept. of Rome 

at the beginning of the  `70

(the Nicola tobacco box) 







Re+e-(S)

hadrons



At the dawn of the 

Parton Model 

Well before QCD



At the dawn of the 

Parton Model 

Well before QCD



JET PHYSICS !!



Re+e-(S)

The data clearly 
support the 
existence of colour





In the framework of GUT, the requirement 

that no interaction becomes strong and no 

vacuum instability develops up to the 

unification energy,  is shown to imply 

upper bounds to the fermion masses as well 

as upper and lower bounds to the Higgs 

boson mass. These bounds tare studied in 

detail for the case of the unifying groups 

SU(5) or O(10)

12 June 1979

stability condition

Upper limits



Upper limits

N=3



Lower  limits given by the stability of the potential



G. Altarelli & G. Isidori
Coleman-Weimberg Effective Potential 
approach  



By J. Ellis and Collaborators (via A. Djouadi)



The  ``naïve” ancestor of

of the HQET shape function

for semileptonic and radiative 
decays

It contains, however, up to a 
redefinition of the non 
perturbative parameters, the 
main features of the modern 
theory



5279.17 ± 0.29  PDG FIT

Fit of the parameters from
The lepton spectrum of D decays

Prediction of the spectrum in B 
decays for b -> c and b -> u 







Calculation Of Weak Transitions In Lattice Qcd.

Richard C. Brower, Guillermo Maturana, (UC, Santa Cruz) , 

M. Belen Gavela, (Brandeis U.) , Rajan Gupta, (Harvard U.) 

Phys.Rev.Lett.53:1318,1984. 

Published in Nucl.Phys.B244:381-

391,1984.

mid-August holiday 

paper !!

J Donoghue Phys. Lett. 119B (1982) 412

BK ~ 0.9 (1 0.3)

We were opening the Pandora box
of Weak Interactions on the
lattice (chiral symmetry, power
diver. and renormalization, FSI
etc.)



V. Lubicz SuperB meeting nov. 2009





Nicola attention for new projects 



February 2006 Inauguration of the APENEXT LAB (INFN-La Sapienza)



This is not translated because it is rather simple  to 

understand …… ->



Gaetano sono finiti 
i registri !!













SPIN OFF OF THE APE PROJECT

Cabibbo as smart manager 
as INFN and ENEA President



Other papers  that I do not have time to discuss

 

1)  DETERMIN ATION OF THE A0 - A(2)  PION SC ATTERING  LENGTH FROM 

K+ ---> PI+ PI0 PI 0 DEC AY. 

 By Nicola Cabibbo (CERN),. CERN-PH-TH-2004-073, Ma y 2004. 8pp.  

e-Print Archive: hep-ph/040500 1  

 



Nicola was keen to teach and continued to do it until very recently.

He was able to find simple arguments, and arrive to classical

results with original and intuitive demonstrations, to explain

difficult concepts.

His students were fascinated by his simplicity, gentle modes

and sense of humour. So we did, all of us we who had the

privilege to be his collaborators and friends. (L. Maiani)





Nicola was a superb physicist who made huge contributions

to our field, and at the same time he was a kind and gentle

man.

With our sympathy and best wishes,

Mike Chanowitz

Mary K. Gaillard

Bruno Zumino

Dear Luciano, Guido, Massimo,

It was with profound sorrow that I heard of Nicola's death. 

On behalf of the Fermilab theory group I would like to express

our condolences at the passing of a great man.

I would also like to extend my deepest sympathy to you

at the loss of a good friend. Although I did not know him well

Nicola displayed great kindness and openness towards me 

whilst I was in Rome as a student and took great care to advise 

me about my future career. Iclearly remember him inviting me 

to his home and opening my eyes to the big world of opportunities

which I could have as a post-doc. For that I will always be grateful.

I would be grateful if you would communicate my sympathy 

and the condolences from our theory group also to Nicola's family.

Sincerely, Keith (Ellis)



Before the end…. 

In all circumstances, Nicola has shown an extreme courtesy and

kindness to anybody, refusing, for example,  any controversy

for the  missing/missed Nobel prize. 

With the same precious style,  he has accomplished his 

obligations as President of INFN, first, President of ENEA and 

President of the Pontificial Academy of Sciences.

Nicola was able to combine an extraordinary physics insight, 

vision with  management skill and integrity. 

He will remain a reference for those who had the privilege to 

interact with him, and for the future generations of young 

researchers who will share with him the passion for physics and 

in general the love for the investigation of  

the misteries of Nature.

We are all grateful to him and we shall sorely miss him.


